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GRANDEZZA MONTE CARLO – vibrant ornamentation
11 articles in 47 colours

The collection GRANDEZZA MONTE CARLO by JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics delights with a plethora of  
treasures and decorative ideas. The luxurious fabric creations display flourishes of ornamentation,  
capricious details and fine iridescent effects – the creative joy of textile compositions is made tangible. The 
world-famous Monte Carlo provides inspiration for these fabric interpretations of the sophisticated hotels, 
salons and lighting moods of the Côte d’Azur. Thus lovers of both expressive and classic design languages 
will find an abundance of unusual qualities: richly patterned velvets, glossy prints and the finest transparent 
fabrics. The GRANDEZZA MONTE CARLO collection provides interiors with a touch of noblesse coupled 
with, at times, vibrant colours. The range includes shades of berry, papaya and pink, delicate lilac, rosé and 
mauve, but also restrained silver tones, champagne, wool white and elegant grey anthracite.

The velvet CANALETTO manifests the highest art of weaving. A pile with an expressive damask pattern 
emerges from the metallic ground. The tendrils and leaves are printed with a colour gradient after weaving. 
The ground is in turn adorned with varying binding techniques that create matt-glossy contrasts. 

① CANALETTO  1-4188-060

② DONATA  9-7883-080

③ CANALETTO  1-4188-080
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The all-over velvet QUINTUS with its dense pile of cotton and viscose plays with different heights. Thus the 
lightly embossed damask pattern seems to gain volume towards the top. This impressive effect enchants 
in pink, rosé, crème-white and grey-anthracite.

Fine and elegant: the plain velvet VELLUTO makes a great showing in the ranks of the velvet fabrics.  
This article consists of cotton and modal and is available in 9 colours. 

The glossy effects of EUFORIA attract the eye in any room. The damask design is created using matt cotton 
yarns. The slightly weathered look is formed on a satin ground with a highly glossy polyamide yarn. The 
special effect: free floating warp yarns hem in the design additionally. This article is available in spirited 
papaya-red, mauve-lilac, silver-ecru and champagne. 

Pinpoint precision is displayed by the over-dimensional medallion on ALLURE. The jacquard is weaved 
using a classic damask technique and employs an iridescent effect to underscore different sections of the 
pattern. The glossy yarn and the various bindings in the ground present ever-changing impressions to the 
eye of the beholder. A delicacy in violet-copper, silver-ecru and grey-gold.

The decoration fabric TAMBOUR is distinguished by a glossy print. The ground consists of a very short 
viscose velvet with a delicate shimmer that is topped by the glossy print. This glossy effect is repeatedly 
interrupted, resulting in a slightly weathered impression that creates a striking antique look. Available in 
extrovert papaya-lilac and mauve-anthracite.
 

④ CANALETTO  1-4188-080

⑤ EMPORIO  1-8909-099

⑤ DONATA  9-7883-010
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① CANALETTO  1-4188-060

② DONATA  9-7883-080

③ CANALETTO  1-4188-080
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DONATA is characterised by its light-dark gradient. Two generous parallel borders form the pattern.  
A high proportion of metal yarns transforms the leaves, stems and buds into a shimmering jewel. The colour 
selection is most appropriate: purple-gold, mauve-gold and champagne-silver.

The voile NETNET is worked from metallic yarn and given a lace-like finish. A fabric ground is overstitched 
and removed after embroidering. This creates a net-like textile with an irregular structure and a mosaic-
effect in black-silver and mauve-gold.

In the light the pattern of EMPORIO is a feast for the eyes: the velvet burnout is adorned with a classic 
damask pattern. The delicate design on the room-high decoration fabric is available in mauve and black.

The transparent plain voile CLAIRE brings a magical lighting atmosphere into the room. Its silky gloss is 
particularly charming thanks to its slightly granular texture. The fabric is available in the colours pink, rose, 
mauve, silver, champagne and white.

The taffeta SCENARIO is the right choice for a distinguished ambience. The room-high plain is available 
in 8 colours.

①

②

Press contact:  
JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG  
Melanie Bohlke 
Potsdamer Straße 160  
33719 Bielefeld, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-422 / +49 (0)5 21/20 93-0 
Telefax: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-464 
E-Mail: melanie.bohlke@jab.de / JABexport@jab.de

For further information about the JAB ANSTOETZ group of companies please visit www.jab.de. 

Since 1946 the Bielefeld fabric editor has stood for textile furnishings at the highest level of quality and has 
continuously enlarged its competence in the field of interior design with a sure instinct for trends. Run by 
the three brothers Ralph, Stephan and Claus Anstoetz as well as Chris-Jacob Schminnes, the long-estab-
lished organisation today comprises a worldwide group of companies with a convincing and multifaceted 
portfolio of exclusive furnishing textiles, flooring, upholstered furniture and accessories. Besides the fabric 
lines JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics, Chivasso, Carlucci, Gardisette and Soleil Bleu the brands also include the 
flooring lines JAB ANSTOETZ Flooring and Adramaq as well as the upholstered furniture lines BW Bielefelder 
Werkstätten and ipdesign. The subsidiary Golf House is one of the leading golf retailers in Europe and with 
its top-class portfolio of equipment and service also stands for a sophisticated lifestyle.


